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reached the besieged town on the 25th at latest. But the start
was inexcusably delayed for three days; they did not arrive till
the 28th; and the place had been stormed and Gordon killed on
the 26th. It was only by prodigies of ingenious resource that he
had defended it so long.1
No single event in Gladstone's career made him more un-
popular. Queen Victoria, sharing (as so often) the feelings of
'the man in the street', sent him an angry telegram en clair. Much
now is known that was then obscure; and in the light of it the
verdict appears not unjust. Gordon's own conduct contributed
to the disaster—in particular, his unwillingness to leave outlying
garrisons to their fate. But the prime cause was the cabinet's
inconsequence and neglect of facts. A vote of censure in the
commons was only defeated by fourteen votes. On the military
side, however-, though the Nile expedition missed its aim, its
conduct was such as to enhance still further our already very high
prestige.
It was decided to retain Suakim in any case, partly as a check
on slave-trading across the Red Sea. But should Wolseley go on
and reconquer Khartoum, or should we withdraw behind the
Wady Haifa frontier? Events in another quarter suddenly en-
forced the wisdom of the second course. On 30 March 1885 a
Russian force attacked and defeated an Afghan force at Penjdeh,
the centre of a fertile district on the Afghan-Turcoman frontier,
which Russia wished to earmark in advance of the proceedings
of a Boundary Commission. It was a sharp reminder of the threat
to North-west India, and for some weeks Great Britain and Rus-
sia seemed on the verge of war. But on this occasion the diplo-
macy of Gladstone and Granville showed better than on any
other. They happily balanced firmness with conciliation. The
Sudan commitment was promptly liquidated; and a Vote of
Credit for ^"n millions (on 27 April) taught Russia that we were
not to be trifled with. But our proposals were moderate and
mediatory; Lord Duffcrin, as viceroy, handled the Amir with
much tact; and early in May the tension relaxed, A mooted
compromise, whereby Russia should have Penjdeh while the Im«*
portant Zufilkar Pass, which she also coveted, should go to
Afghanistan, was fiercely criticized by the conservatives; who
even divided the house against the government. By one of the
* For the most mature modern atudy of this famous tragedy, see Dr. B, M. Allen**
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